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Abstract

Community Question Answering forums
are popular among Internet users, and a
basic problem they encounter is trying to
find out if their question has already been
posed before. To address this issue, NLP
researchers have developed methods to
automatically detect question-similarity,
which was one of the shared tasks in Se-
mEval. The best performing systems for
this task made use of Syntactic Tree Ker-
nels or the SoftCosine metric. However, it
remains unclear why these methods seem
to work, whether their performance can be
improved by better preprocessing methods
and what kinds of errors they (and other
methods) make. In this paper, we there-
fore systematically combine and compare
these two approaches with the more tradi-
tional BM25 and translation-based mod-
els. Moreover, we analyze the impact
of preprocessing steps (lowercasing, sup-
pression of punctuation and stop words re-
moval) and word meaning similarity based
on different distributions (word transla-
tion probability, Word2Vec, fastText and
ELMo) on the performance of the task.
We conduct an error analysis to gain in-
sight into the differences in performance
between the system set-ups. The imple-
mentation is made publicly available.1

1 Introduction

Community Question Answering (CQA) forums,
such as Quora2 and Yahoo Answers3, are popu-
lar outlets to ask questions and receive answers, as

1https://github.com/fkunneman/
DiscoSumo/tree/master/ranlp

2https://www.quora.com/
3https://answers.yahoo.com/

well as to browse through questions and answers.
Given the large amount of material on these plat-
forms, a basic problem users encounter is trying to
find out if (a variant of) their question has already
been posed (and possibly answered) before. Given
a target question provided by a user, the automatic
task of querying and ranking semantically simi-
lar, relevant alternative questions in CQA forums
is called question similarity.

For efficiency reasons, the question similarity
task (also known as question relevance) normally
works in two ranking steps. Given a target ques-
tion, the first step consists of retrieving relevant
questions using a general information retrieval
technique, such as BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009),
or a search engine such as Google (Page et al.,
1999). The second step, the focus of this work and
of most other studies in this field, consists of re-
ranking the most likely candidate questions with a
more fine-grained, domain-specific approach. Op-
tionally, the system could also return whether a
candidate question is a duplicate of the query.

The reranking task has been included as a
benchmark task (Task 3 - Subtask B) in SemEval-
2016/2017 (Nakov et al., 2016, 2017). Using
the domain of Qatar Living4, it consisted of
re-ranking ten candidate questions retrieved by
Google for a target question. Several promising
approaches were proposed for this challenge, most
notably SimBOW (Charlet and Damnati, 2017)
based on the SoftCosine metric and winner of
SemEval-2017, and KeLP (Filice et al., 2016),
which is based on Tree Kernels and provided top
results for all the subtasks in the challenge. How-
ever, little is known about the effects of partic-
ular design choices for these models, especially
concerning the preprocessing methods and word-
similarity metrics. Moreover, we know little about

4https://www.qatarliving.com

https://github.com/fkunneman/DiscoSumo/tree/master/ranlp
https://github.com/fkunneman/DiscoSumo/tree/master/ranlp
https://www.quora.com/
https://answers.yahoo.com/
https://www.qatarliving.com
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how these models perform in comparison to (or
combined with) more traditional question similar-
ity techniques.

In this paper we therefore systematically com-
bine and compare the SoftCosine metric and the
Syntactic Tree Kernels with the more traditional
BM25 and translation-based models. Moreover,
we analyze the impact of preprocessing steps
(lowercasing, suppression of punctuation and stop
words removal) and word-similarity metrics based
on different distributions (word translation proba-
bility, Word2Vec, fastText and ELMo).

The experiments were mainly conducted on the
data of SemEval 2016-2017 - Task 3, based on the
Qatar Living corpus. As a secondary goal, we also
evaluated our main models in classifying question
duplicates on the Quora dataset, so as to assess
whether the results that we find apply to different
datasets.

Results show that the choice of a preprocess-
ing method and a word-similarity metric have a
considerable impact on the final results. We also
show that the combination of all the analyzed ap-
proaches leads to results competitive with related
work in question-similarity.

2 Models

We compare two traditional and two recent ap-
proaches in this study: BM25, Translation-
Based Language Model (TRLM), SoftCosine and
Smoothed Partial Tree Kernels (SPTK - Syntactic
Tree Kernels).

BM25 is a fast information retrieval technique
(Robertson et al., 2009) used as a search engine
in the first step of the shared task by many studies.
We used the implementation of BM25 provided by
gensim5 as a baseline.

Translation-Based Language Model (TRLM)
is a question similarity ranking function, first in-
troduced by Xue et al. (2008). The method com-
bines a language model with a word translation
system technique, and is known to obtain better
results on the question similarity task than BM25
and only the language model (Jeon et al., 2005).
Equation 1 summarizes the TRLM ranking score
between questions Q1 and Q2:

5https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
summarization/bm25.html

TRLM(Q1, Q2) =
∏

w∈Q1

(1− σ)Ptr(w|Q2) + σPlm(w|C)

Ptr(w|Q2) = α
∑
t∈Q2

Sim(w, t)Plm(t|Q2)+

(1− α)Plm(w|Q2)

(1)

Sim(w, t) denotes a similarity score among
words w and t. In the original study, this sim-
ilarity metric is the word-translation probability
P (w|t) obtained by the IBM Translation Model
1 (Brown et al., 1993). Furthermore, C denotes a
background corpus to compute unigram probabil-
ities in order to avoid 0 scores.

SoftCosine is the ranking function used by Sim-
BOW (Charlet and Damnati, 2017), the winning
system of the question similarity re-ranking task of
SemEval 2017 (Nakov et al., 2017). The method
is similar to a cosine similarity between the tf-idf
bag-of-words of the pair of questions, except that
it also takes into account word-level similarities as
a matrix M . Given X and Y as the respective tf-
idf bag-of-words for questions Q1 and Q2, Equa-
tion 2 summarizes the SoftCosine metric.

SoftCos(X,Y ) =
XtMY√

XtMX
√
Y tMY

XtMX =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

XiMijYj

Mij = max(0, cosine(Vi, Vj))
2

(2)

As Sim(w, t) in Equation 1, Mij represents
the similarity between the i-th word of question
Q1 and the j-th one in question Q2. cosine is
the cosine similarity, and Vi and Vj are originally
300-dimension embedding representations of the
words, trained on the unannotated part of the Qatar
living corpus using Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) with a context window size of 10.

Smoothed Partial Tree Kernels (SPTK) are
the basis of KeLP (Filice et al., 2016), a system in-
troduced by Croce et al. (2011). SPTK applies the
kernel trick by computing the similarity of ques-
tion pairs based on the number of common sub-
structures their parse trees share. The difference
with Partial Tree Kernels (PTK) (Moschitti, 2006)
is that SPTK also considers word relations.

Besides the different variations of the model,
which are well explained in Moschitti (2006) and

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/summarization/bm25.html
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/summarization/bm25.html
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Filice et al. (2016), we designed SPTK in the fol-
lowing form. Equation 3 portrays the notation of
the similarity metric among two questions’ con-
stituency trees, i.e. TQ1 and TQ2 .

TK(TQ1 , TQ2) =
∑

n1∈NTQ1

∑
n2∈NTQ2

∆(n1, n2) (3)

NTQ1
and NTQ2

are the respective sets of nodes
of parse trees TQ1 and TQ2 . ∆(n1, n2) is com-
puted in distinct forms according to three condi-
tions. (1) If the production rules of TQ1 on n1
and TQ2 on n2 are different, then ∆(n1, n2) = 0.
(2) If n1 and n2 are similar preterminals, then
∆(n1, n2) = Sim(wn1 , wn2), where Sim is sim-
ilar to Mij in Equation 2, as well as wn1 and wn2

are the terminal words for n1 and n2, respectively.
(3) If the production rules of TQ1 on n1 and TQ2

on n2 are the same and both are not preterminals,
then

∆(n1, n2) =

child(n1)∏
j=1

∆(child(n1)j , child(n2)j) (4)

So given a pair of constituency tree questions
p = 〈TQ1 , TQ2〉 to have their relevance scored and
a training set of pair trees C, features are extracted
in the following way:

SPTK(TQ1 , TQ2) = {TK(TQ1 , Tc1) + TK(TQ2 , Tc2)}
(5)

where 〈Tc1 , Tc2〉i ∈ C
The extracted kernel is used in Support Vector

Machines Φ, whose output decision function is the
relevance score among TQ1 and TQ2 .

Ensemble is the method we propose to com-
bine the relevance scores produced by the previ-
ous approaches into a single model. Given ques-
tionsQ1 andQ2 , we trained a Logistic Regression
φ(Q1, Q2) with the relevance scores of BM25,
TRLM and SoftCosine as features:

Ensemble(Q1, Q2) = φ(Q1, Q2) (6)

After empirically testing different settings, we
found that the integration of SPTK in the ensem-
ble method was most effective when interpolating
its relevance score separately with the outcome of
formula 6. Equation 7 denotes the model:

EnsSPTK(Q1, Q2) = γφ(Q1, Q2)+

(1− γ)Φ(SPTK(TQ1 , TQ2))
(7)

We will compare the performance of the ensem-
ble implementation with and without SPTK. For
distinction, in the following sections we will refer
to the former ensemble method as Ensemble and
the latter as EnsSPTK.

3 Experiments

3.1 Data
Qatar Living We ran our experiments on the
data of SemEval 2016-2017 - Task 3 based on
the Qatar Living corpus6. Its training split con-
sists of 267 target questions, 2,669 related ques-
tions (around 10 for each target question), and
26,690 comments (around 10 per related ques-
tion). The development split and test sets of
2016 and 2017 have 50, 70, and 88 target ques-
tions, respectively (with the same proportion of
related questions and comments as the training
set). Given a target question, each of its related
questions, retrieved by Google, was manually an-
notated as “Perfect Match”, “Relevant” or “Irrel-
evant”. The shared-task also provided a large
unannotated dataset of Qatar Living, with 189,941
questions and 1,894,456 comments. In the Qatar
Living corpus, each question is formed by a sub-
ject and a body. For the models BM25, TRLM
and SoftCosine, we treat a question combining the
subject and body into a single text, whereas we
only use the subject for SPTK.

Quora To mitigate duplicate question pages at
scale, Quora motivated the development of auto-
mated ways of detecting these questions by re-
leasing a dataset with 400,000 pairs of questions
together with a label for each entry indicating
whether they are semantically identical (i.e., du-
plicates) or not7. We used this dataset to evaluate
our most relevant models in the task of detecting
question duplicates.

3.2 Settings
For the Translation model (TRLM), C was com-
puted based on the training questions of the dataset
used in the evaluation (e.g., Qatar Living or

6http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/
task3/index.php?id=data-and-tools

7http://qim.fs.quoracdn.net/quora_
duplicate_questions.tsv

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task3/index.php?id=data-and-tools
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task3/index.php?id=data-and-tools
http://qim.fs.quoracdn.net/quora_duplicate_questions.tsv
http://qim.fs.quoracdn.net/quora_duplicate_questions.tsv
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Quora). In the Qatar Living corpus, the unanno-
tated part of the data is also used to compute C.

Across the experiments, hyperparameters of the
models such as σ and α of TRLM and γ of Ensem-
ble with SPTK were optimized in the development
split of the data through Grid Search. Moreover,
Support Vector Machines in SPTK and Logistic
Regression in Ensemble were implemented based
on the Scikit-Learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
and had their hyperparameters tuned by cross-
validation on the training set.

3.3 Evaluation

In the SemEval shared-task, the question-
similarity task was treated as a binary classifica-
tion task, where the models aim to predict whether
a related question is “Perfect Match/Relevant” or
“Irrelevant”. We evaluate the models using the
Mean Average Precision (MAP) as the main met-
ric, and also report F-Score for the classification
models. In the Quora dataset, we evaluated the
performance of our models in predicting question
duplicates also using the F-Score measure.

3.4 Experiment 1: Preprocessing

From the top models for question similarity, lit-
tle is known about the design process of their
preprocessing methods. Filice et al. (2016) do
not report on the preprocessing that they applied,
and Charlet and Damnati (2017) lowercased the
text as well as removed stopwords and punctu-
ation. So in our first experiment, we evaluated
BM25, TRLM, SoftCosine, Ensemble and En-
sSPTK with 3 preprocessing methods (and all
combinations of them): lowercasing, removal of
stopwords8 and suppression of punctuation. For
SPTK we only apply lowercasing, since its con-
stituency trees contain punctuation and stopwords
as terminals. The preprocessing methods were ap-
plied in the training, development, test and unan-
notated parts of the data, such that probabili-
ties and word distributions (e.g., word translation
probability, Word2Vec, etc.) were affected.

3.5 Experiment 2: Word-Similarity

A central component of all of the evaluated mod-
els except BM25 is the use of a word-similarity
metric. To evaluate which distribution better cap-
tures the similarity between two words for the

8We used the list of English stopwords provided by the
NLTK framework (Bird and Loper, 2004)

task, we evaluated all the models using the word-
translation probabilities, plus the cosine similar-
ity measure depicted in Equation 2. In the latter,
besides Word2Vec representations, we also tested
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017), a distribution
which takes character-level information and tends
to overcome spelling variations, and the top layer
of ELMo (Peters et al., 2018). To equalize the tri-
als, the data used by the models were lowercased
and stripped of stop words and punctuation.

4 Results

The first section of Table 1 lists the MAP of the
preprocessing methods in the development part of
the corpus for each model. Although the best com-
bination of preprocessing methods differs between
models, we see that preprocessing the data is ben-
eficial for the performance of all models, except
for SPTK. Between the best results, we see that
suppression of punctuation is beneficial for all the
models, while the removal of stopwords and low-
ercasing are detrimental to BM25 and TRLM, re-
spectively.

The lower part of Table 1 lists the performance
of each model according to the different word-
level similarity metrics. The use of Word trans-
lation probabilities appears the under-performing
method out of the five, showing the power of the
continuous word representations. Surprisingly, we
do not observe an improvement of fastText over
Word2Vec representations. Even though CQA fo-
rums may have very noisy texts, the character-
level information that fastText takes into account
apparently does not help. Using the top layer of
ELMo concatenated with Word2Vec representa-
tions leads to the best results in encoding the re-
lation between words, except with TRLM.

Final Results Table 2 lists the results of the
models with their best settings in the test sets
of SemEval 2016-2017: BM25 with lowercased
data without punctuation; TRLM with Word2Vec
without stop words and punctuation; SoftCosine
with Word2Vec+ELMo, lowercased data with-
out stop words and punctuation; and SPTK with
Word2Vec+ELMo and lowercased data. The table
also shows the results of the best baseline (e.g.,
Google) and the winners of the SemEval 2016-
2017 challenges. As expected, our best models
were the ensemble approaches (e.g., Ensemble and
EnsSPTK), which combine the ranking scores of
all the other evaluated approaches and outperform
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Preproc. BM25 TRLM SoftCosine SPTK Ensemble EnsSPTK
L.S.P. 68.80 68.43 72.75 - 71.62 72.40
L.S. 67.31 63.25 69.15 - 69.50 71.29
L.P. 69.95 68.42 65.33 - 68.70 69.16
S.P. 66.03 68.65 68.56 - 68.67 70.37
L. 67.07 66.42 63.68 54.34 67.04 67.41
S. 63.77 64.53 67.01 - 67.85 68.36
P. 65.05 64.38 60.04 - 65.31 66.66
- 63.52 64.95 60.66 54.44 63.08 64.31
Metric BM25 TRLM SoftCosine SPTK Ensemble EnsSPTK
Translation - 68.43 70.75 48.10 70.80 70.80
Word2Vec - 72.90 72.75 54.44 71.40 72.64
fastText - 70.93 71.07 53.49 71.92 71.92
Word2Vec+ELMo - 71.41 73.89 54.78 73.90 74.63
fastText+ELMo - 70.56 73.43 54.77 73.73 73.73

Table 1: MAP results on the different preprocessing and word-relation metric conditions in the develop-
ment set. In the first part, L., S. and P. denote lowercase, stop words removal and punctuation suppression
methods respectively.

2016 2017
Models MAP F-1 MAP F-1
Baseline 74.75 - 41.85 -
BM25 73.33 - 44.98 -
TRLM 71.94 - 44.25 -
SoftCosine 74.10 - 45.23 -
SPTK 45.61 21.24C 29.63 33.13C

Ensemble 75.48 66.96B 46.74 48.74A

EnsSPTK 75.40 68.34A 47.06 48.72A

Winner 76.70 66.39B 47.22 42.37B

Table 2: Final results of the models with their
best preprocessing and word-relation settings in
the test sets of SemEval 2016-2017. F-Score re-
sults were statistically significant with p < 0.05
according to the McNemar’s test, with A outper-
forming B and C, and B outperforming C.

the competitive baselines of SemEval 2016 and
2017.

Regarding the comparison between Ensemble
and EnsSPTK in the test set of Semeval 2016,
the approach without SPTK (Ensemble) is slightly
better on re-ranking similar questions, but is sig-
nificantly worse on classifying duplicates than En-
sSPTK. The results are different in the test set of
Semeval 2017: the latter approach is slightly bet-
ter than the former on re-ranking similar questions
according to the MAP metric, but shows a non-
significant difference in classifying duplicates ac-
cording to the F-1 score metric.

Although the results between our two best ap-
proaches are inconclusive, we argue that the in-
clusion of SPTK in the ensemble is not beneficial
due to the trade-off between efficiency and perfor-
mance. The SPTK approach, mainly its kernel,

No preproc. (-) Preproc. (L.S.P.)
Word2Vec 0.50 0.50
Word2Vec+ELMo 0.50 0.52*

Table 3: F1 scores of our ensemble method with
different preprocessing techniques and word simi-
larity measures on the Quora dev set.

is computationally expensive and does not consid-
erably improve the performance of the ensemble.
For efficiency reasons we elect Ensemble as our
best approach.

Checking the coefficients of the trained logis-
tic regression model of Ensemble, we saw that the
BM25 score (with a coefficient of 4.13) is the most
relevant feature of the model, shortly followed by
the SoftCosine score (with a coefficient of 3.48)
and finally by the TRLM one (with a coefficient of
1.1).

In SemEval-2016, the UH-PRHLT model was
the winner of the shared-task (Franco-Salvador
et al., 2016). This system is based on a range
of lexical (cosine similarity, word, noun and n-
gram overlap) and semantic (word representa-
tions, alignments, knowledge graphs and common
frames) features. In turn, our best model, Ensem-
ble, with considerably less features, obtains com-
petitive results in terms of MAP. The same pat-
tern is seen for the SemEval-2017 test set: the En-
semble approach obtained competitive results with
the winner SimBOW, also based on the SoftCosine
metric, in terms of MAP, and outperforms it in F-
Score.
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Quora results Based on the previous results,
we also evaluated the performance of our best
question-similarity model, Ensemble9, in classi-
fying question duplicates on the Quora dataset.
Table 3 depicts the results of our ensemble
method with and without preprocessing and
using two similarity metrics (Word2Vec and
Word2Vec+ELMo). The best F-Score was
obtained by the version which preprocesses
the questions and represents the words with
Word2Vec+ELMo. Results were statistically sig-
nificant with p < 0.05 according to the McNe-
mar’s test.

5 Error Analysis

To obtain insight into the improvement by prepro-
cessing setting, in Figure 1 we present the per-
centage of similar questions that were ranked bet-
ter (placed on a higher position formerly occupied
by a non-similar), equally or worse (switched a
lower position with a non-similar) for each model-
preprocessing combination in the Qatar Living
corpus. The graph shows that each preprocessing
manipulation results in both improved rankings
and worsened rankings. The model that is least af-
fected by the preprocessing steps is BM25, which
shows to be a stable baseline. Most gain is seen for
the SoftCosine model with all preprocessing steps,
where 38% of the duplicates are ranked better and
only 9% is ranked lower than a non-duplicate. Re-
garding the preprocessing steps applied in isola-
tion, lowercasing leads to most changes for TRLM
and BM25, while SoftCosine is most affected after
removing stopwords.

The changes in performance by similarity met-
ric are also presented in Figure 1. The highest
gains are seen for the TRLM model, which yields
an improved ranking for over 20% of the dupli-
cates and a poor re-ranking for 12% to 14% when a
similarity metric other than alignment is used. The
SPTK model is not helped by a different similar-
ity metric, with the most detrimental effect when
combining the model with the translation align-
ment or fastText. The SoftCosine model with the
default Word2Vec is also rather robust, with only
a slight improvement when applying one of the
ELMo metrics. These metrics do affect the rank-
ings considerably, but lead to fairly equal improve-
ments and declines of the ranking quality.

9Given the size of the Quora dataset, computing the kernel
trick of SPTK would be intractable.

Figure 1: Percentage of similar questions that
were ranked better, equally or worse after any of
the preprocessing manipulations or similarity met-
rics combined with each system, in comparison
to the standard setting without preprocessing (first
graph) or the standard similarity metric for each
system (second graph).

The performance patterns presented in Figure 1
show that the SoftCosine metric is affected most
by the presence of stopwords. Explicit evidence is
presented in Figure 2, which depicts the scores of
the SoftCosine settings with and without prepro-
cessing in relation to the number of stopwords in
a question-pair. The setting without preprocessing
shows a correlation with the number of stopwords:
the similarity score goes up as the number of stop-
words increases. The setting with preprocessing
is, as expected, robust to the number of stopwords.
This shows that the SoftCosine metric is consider-
ably affected by the inclusion of stopwords, which
hampers performance for the task of question sim-
ilarity.

In Table 4 we present examples of question
pairs in the Qatar Living development set along
with their Gold standard label and the preprocess-
ing steps or model that yielded a proper ranking
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Figure 2: Similarity score in relation to the number of stopwords in a question pair, for the SoftCosine
settings with and without preprocessing.

Question
ID Target question (subject - body) Related question (subject - body)

Gold
stan-
dard

Best per-
formance

Q314
QLing after working hours - how
many of you logon to QL after your
working hours?

Surfing QL during office hours - How
many hour(s) everyone spend surfing
QL during office hours?

Similar
Stopword
removal;
SoftCosine

Q278

Beach cleaning - I am planning to
organize a community service
specifically beach cleaning to be
carried out by our company staff. Any
good suggestion of a beach?

NOT ONE PUBLIC BEACH IN
DOHA? - Surrounded by pleasant
waters and not ONE public beach!
Ridiculous.

Not
similar

No lower-
casing

Q293

Water theme park in qatar - Hai
Friends........ Any one knows the
location of watar theme park in qatar;
Is it beatiful? childrens have enough
ride?? and howmuch fee Thanks

any water theme park in qatar? - Do
you know about any water theme park
in qatar?

Similar SPTK

Table 4: Examples of question pairs with particular performance patterns.

for this pair. The first example, with question
ID Q314, is of a similar question pair that was
most often ranked in a high position by settings
that included stopword removal and the SoftCo-
sine model. Stopword removal shows particularly
effective for the target question by removing 7 of
the 15 words, and SoftCosine best matches ‘of-
fice hours’ to ‘working hours’. The second ques-
tion pair is exemplary of cases where preprocess-
ing is actually detrimental. The related question,
not similar to the target question, is partly written
in capitals. After lowercasing, the word ‘beach’
is matched with the target question, which might
result in a higher similarity score than questions
that are actually similar. The final example, with
ID Q293, is particularly well ranked by the SPTK
model. On its own, SPTK did not compete with
the other models in our study, but the focus on
syntactic tree kernels could add a valuable angle
to the similarity assessment. In this example, the

good assessment by SPTK is likely due to the cen-
tral phrase ‘watar theme park in qatar’, which is
recurring, albeit with a different spelling, in the
related question.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Until now, careful preprocessing and smart com-
bining of methods have remained understudied in
the field of community question answering. Our
results highlight that both pay off, yielding state-
of-the-art results. Our findings show that lower-
casing the input and removing both punctuation
and stopwords yields the most robust outcomes,
especially for the SoftCosine metric. In addition,
representing the meaning of words by means of
Word2Vec combined with the top layer of ELMo
is the most beneficial word similarity implemen-
tation. Combining several metrics implemented
with these optimal settings into an ensemble sys-
tem based on logistic regression yields the best
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performance in terms of F1-score, being compet-
itive with the winners of the SemEval tasks, and
using fewer components.

The error analysis showed that the BM25 model
is most stable across different preprocessing met-
rics, while the SoftCosine model mostly profits
from preprocessing. Given the semantic matching
that is done as part of SoftCosine and is absent in
BM25, we can infer that preprocessing is an im-
portant prerequisite for effectively ranking ques-
tion pairs based on semantic links.

Most of our experimentation was conducted on
the Semeval dataset, in which similarity between
questions is labeled. We also showed that ad-
justing preprocessing and word similarity settings
leaded to better results in the task of identifying
question duplicates, in the Quora dataset. More
research is needed to see whether the patterns that
we find are dataset-independent.

In future work we aim to compare the optimal
models from our current study in a real-world set-
ting, by running A/B testing on a open-domain
CQA platform. Through clicks and likes by the
users of such a platform, we can obtain insights
into the value of these models when applied in the
wild with many different question topics.
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